Pair distribution function analysis and solid state NMR studies of silicon electrodes for lithium ion batteries: understanding the (de)lithiation mechanisms.
Lithium ion batteries (LIBs) containing silicon negative electrodes have been the subject of much recent investigation, because of the extremely large gravimetric and volumetric capacities of silicon. The crystalline-to-amorphous phase transition that occurs on electrochemical Li insertion into crystalline Si, during the first discharge, hinders attempts to link the structure in these systems with electrochemical performance. We apply a combination of local structure probes, ex situ (7)Li nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies, and pair distribution function (PDF) analysis of X-ray data to investigate the changes in short-range order that occur during the initial charge and discharge cycles. The distinct electrochemical profiles observed subsequent to the first discharge have been shown to be associated with the formation of distinct amorphous lithiated silicide structures. For example, the first process seen on the second discharge is associated with the lithiation of the amorphous Si, forming small clusters. These clusters are broken in the second process to form isolated silicon anions. The (de)lithiation model helps explain the hysteresis and the steps in the electrochemical profile observed during the lithiation and delithiation of silicon.